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ABSTRACT
This work deals with the development of an adaptive
hydrodynamic bearing made of a mobile housing mounted on
piezoelectric actuators. The device is placed near one of the
two bearings supporting a slender shaft. Imposing a harmonic
displacement on the mobile bearing, in two orthogonal
directions, a rotating force, and hence a correcting moment,
can be produced on the shaft so as to reduce the bending
caused by the unbalance. The first tests carried out are
encouraging and the agreement of experimental and numerical
results is satisfactory.
INTRODUCTION
The unbalance forces are the main source of vibrations in
rotating machines, but a perfect balance is almost impossible
to reach, and in any case very expensive. Moreover the
distribution of unbalance can change in time because of wear
or depositions all machines are subjected to. The most usual
way to contrast the losses of balance is to increase damping in
order to absorb a greater amount of dynamical energy.
Nevertheless in many cases, to obtain specific performances of
the rotors in a wider range of speeds, the use of passive
elements (such as absorbers and dampers) and/or the
optimization of the design parameters are not sufficient, and
active elements are needed. The main advantage of active
control, versus passive, is the versatility in adapting to several
load conditions and configurations of the machine. Moreover
the control system operates only if necessary, modifying only
some parameters of the controlled system. On the contrary the
use of a passive damper involves a continuous dissipation of
energy in all the working conditions of the machine with the
consequence of a decreasing efficiency.
At present, in order to realize an active control system,
magnetic bearings are the mostly used devices but their use in
the industrial field is still limited for their low stiffness and for
the need of additional conventional bearings for fault
emergency. Many papers, available in the technical literature,
describe other active control devices that use different types of
actuators such as pneumatic, hydraulic or electric-hydraulic
ones [1-4], or induced-currents generators of force, but no one
of these systems has shown a remarkable superiority above the
others.
The use of piezoelectric actuators as active vibrations
dampers in rotating machines has been considered in the past
[5,6]. In particular, some experiences have been carried out on
rotors mounted on two rolling bearings, each one supported,
with rubber pads in between, by four piezoelectric actuators
fixed to the frame. In spite of their promising results, their
application to the control of rotor dynamics has not had any
following but for few mentions in some theoretical works [7,8]
where they are assumed to be applied in active balancing of
rigid rotors. The wider variety of presently available
commercial piezoelectric translators has certainly contributed
to a renewed interest for their use in vibration control.
The objective of this work was fundamentally the
realization of a test rig to verify the feasibility of  active control
of vibrations in rotor dynamics by an alternative technique to
magnetic bearings. In particular the possibility of reducing the
amplitude of vibrations of a flexible statically unbalanced rotor
within acceptable levels was investigated. That was carried out
by designing a hydrodynamic bearing made active through a